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Who are we?!?

Problem Definition
Fixed play time capacity
(4 courts with a limited number of daylight hours)

+
a growing population of players
=
Competing demands for court time where demand
has outpaced supply and a perception of unfair play
time exists among members

Committee Goals
Obtain and analyze data about current court
scheduling and make recommendations to the
Highlands Pickleball Association (HPA) board to
improve how court time is scheduled, making the
process fair and equitable to all who wish to play.

Process Improvement
Team Approach
1.

Identify Problem

2.

Evaluate symptoms and factors influencing problem

3.

Conduct Research: HPA Member Survey, HPA use data, interviews, outside sources, informal
input

4.

Brainstorm improvement options

5.

Identify pros and cons of improvement options

6.

Prioritize options, identifying trade offs

7.

Recommend options to HPA board

8.

Implement board endorsed recommendations

9.

Evaluate results and modify / adjust as appropriate

HPA Member Survey Summary
Demographics

• 147 of 295 HPA members responded to the recent member survey, an overall response rate of 49.8%.

Motivation and Play Duration

Individuals are clearly motivated by the recreation and
physical activity opportunities provided by pickleball,
though we suspect that given the option, most would
have included social interaction as a close second.

Most players like and prefer to keep our 90 minute
sessions.

Weekly Highlands Play Sessions

•

A higher percentage of our female players participate 1-3 times a week, while the males are more closely split between 1-3
and 4-7 times per week.

•

86% of respondents ONLY play in the Highlands, meaning only 14% of our members play outside of our community*
* Considers only seasonal play by our seasonal residents

Drop-In
OPEN - COME AS YOU PLEASE PARTICIPATION

Drop-In Participation

• The women’s drop-in sessions have been extremely
popular with upwards of 20 people playing on four
courts during the winter months and 68% of
respondents indicating they play drop in two to
three times per week.

• There is generally less organized men’s drop in
available and most of the current time slots are not
in line with player schedules, meaning only about
40% of men players are currently participating and
play two to three times per week.

Thoughts on Drop-In Play

•

While almost 40% of women believe we have sufficient
drop-in, an almost equal number believes we need
more, in particular for the men and mixed groups.

•

A large majority of men believe we need more drop-in,
and also believe we should target more for men and
mixed groups.

•

Though not in the statistics, many respondents indicated we should also schedule drop in by ability or skill level.

•

Drop-in provides a means of introducing and integrating beginning players.

Survey Comments
on Drop-In Play
•

More drop-in please.

•

I'd like to see more available drop-in times and a return to a welcoming and inclusive club.

•

It would be nice to have open drop-in for advanced women and men players in addition to women's drop-in.

•

Would like to see more Drop-in times for Mixed and Ladies/Men by ability

•

Drop-in play is a bust. Poor turnout. Need a better way to organize drop-in.

•

The women’s drop-in is very popular and draws a lot of players. That should remain the same.

•

Women’s intermediate drop-in is my favorite. I think it has been very successful and enjoyed by many.

•

I would like to play 5 days a week at drop-in times for 90 minutes at a time

•

Prefer more drop-in. This requires a rating system to make events more competitive. Drop-in would also
require a firm scheduling system.

•

We have one court and when drop-in starts, we sometimes have 8-10 players for one court, where the other 3
courts are women’s groups.

Group Play
PRIVATE GROUPS – BY INVITATION ONLY

Group Play Participation

• Group play tends to resemble drop- in play in that women tend to play fewer times per week, while the men tend
to play more times per week.
• 84% of respondents play at least one day per week with almost 75% playing multiple times per week.

Group Play Scheduling
HOT BUTTON ALERT
• With 84% of respondents participating in weekly
group play, this topic deserves special attention.
• Survey question regarding group play excluded
from results as several answers were inadvertently
omitted; More weight given to group play
comments.
• Seasonal Play
• Pros: Predictability of a seasonal time slot makes
scheduling busy retirement life activities easier
• Cons: If you are new or arrive late and don’t have an
established group or don’t get a favorable time slot,
you’re locked out for six months

• While 48% of respondents prefer seasonal
reservations, 52% would like to see more frequent
schedule changes for group play.

Survey Comments
on Group Play
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The way courts are scheduled, it's clear that we're in a "some members are more equal than other members" association.
That translates to an association that is less than welcoming to new players, that advantages residents who have a more
solidified social group, and that makes it difficult to move among groups. It shouldn't take an act of courage to join a new
group.
Was very hard to get into a group of equal skill level players. Groups tend to become a clique.
Designated group play has been perceived by some as exclusive, hard to join/form a group.
These groups must be more open to bring in new players of same skill level. Not good to always play with the same 8-12
players.
I've tried to get in private groups with no success so that is why I like drop-in.
I don't arrive until Jan. All good permanent times and groups are established. The current scheduling system is completely
self serving to the people that designed it.
Not enough open time available for new groups to form and play weekly.
When we arrived at the Highlands we had a difficult time joining a group to play with.
it has been a bit difficult to get connected to existing groups and they take up such a large % of the primetime slots it
makes it a bit more difficult to play as much as we would like.

More Survey Comments
on Group Play
•

There's an abuse of group play by some who belong to several groups per day/per week. If you look at who is on the
courts, it's the people who belong to many, many different groups on different days, which doesn't allow court time
to new groups or to drop in or to the recreational player who has company

•

There are groups abusing playtime. Same group of people using different leader names. These same groups have
prime time and multiple courts.

•

Some players are on the courts one or two times a day under a different leader name

•

It seems that a great many courts are reserved by the same groups repeatedly, making it hard to find open court
times for other players.

•

It is obvious that certain groups have a disproportionate allocation of court time which should be addressed.

•

Limit the number of times per week an individual is allowed to play, including the group times. There has been too
much monopolizing of the court time by some

•

There should be a limit on how many groups one person can belong to as well as number of days and times one
person can play.

The Flip Side
of Group Play Comments
•

Some biases exist against designated group play. I suspect is from players who will not make the effort
to form their own groups and want to be spoon fed.

•

Until we get additional courts I think we should not promote, advertise, or seek more players.

•

I have no complaints with the current system for group play.

•

No change needed for designated group play.

•

So far I haven't had any problem getting into a group at a designated time. It's nice to have a specific
time I know I'll be playing at.

•

I enjoy group play and the current system is working.

•

As long as my group of 8 can schedule one court a couple times a week, my needs are met. So far we
have not had trouble getting the times that we are happy with. We are not asking for prime time.

Recommendations
OPTIONS FOR SUMMER SEASON AND
THOUGHTS FOR WINTER SEASON

Short Term / Summer Season
Recommendations
•
•

Initial recommendations for May (May 15) through July.
Evaluate all changes continually; Assess in July with adjustments / modifications made as
appropriate.

MAINTAIN:
• Ladies Drop in: Three courts - three days / week to start, modifying as appropriate.
• Mixed Doubles: Two different sessions of four courts every Sunday, modifying or reducing as appropriate based on
attendance.
• No summer organized doubles or men’s ladder play.
CHANGE/ADD:
• First session starts at 6:00.
• Drop In
• Men’s Drop In: two courts – three days / week to start , modifying as appropriate.
• ONLY club organized (Sunday mixed doubles) activities will be allowed to book all four courts in advance.

• Any court not booked for club organized or group play will be available for “on demand” booking one week in advance.

Short Term / Summer Season
Additional Recommendations
GROUP PLAY CHANGES:

• Change scheduled group times every three months instead of seasonally.
• Summer time slots good through July; reallocation of time slots to be done effective August 1.
• At the start of each scheduling period, each group may request two times slots per week for two
courts.
• All groups can request additional time slots available to be booked “on demand”
• Groups having similar players under different group leaders are discouraged
• Group play times assignments:
• Each group submits a first and second choice for each of their two preferred play slots.
• Two rounds of group play assignments will be conducted using a random lottery assignment for each group.
• Round One of play assignment - each group will be allocated a time slot based on their first choice (if
available) or second choice
• Round Two of play assignment - each group will be allocated a second time slot based on their first choice (if
available) or second choice

Longer Term / Fall Season
Recommendations / Considerations
Recommendations to be considered for fall
• Change group times more frequently (based on summer experience) instead of seasonally.
• Group Reservation modification options
◦

Limit group play to four or five days a week with only “on demand reservations” available one week in
advance for other days.

or
◦

Allow group reservations in afternoons only, with morning slots reserved for “on demand reservations”
available one week in advance.

• Consider adding “Mixed” drop in for fall schedule.
• Evaluate play time and implement caps where appropriate.
• Address frequency, demand, and scheduling of Skills and Drills.

• Address frequency, demand, and scheduling of other club organized activities.

Go Forward Actions
• HPA Board of Directors to evaluate recommendations and select options for
immediate summer implementation.
• Scheduling committee puts out call for Summer Groups.
• Actual summer schedule timing and mechanism (paper vs Court Reserve) “to
be determined” based on BOD selected scheduling options and Court Reserve
implementation timeline.
• Revisit recommendations for winter season once Court Reserve is fully
adopted and more is known re summer changes and additional courts.

Pickle On!
Thanks for attending!!
Further information to be
available on the HPA
website:

Highlandspickleball.com

Appendix
ADDITIONAL SURVEY INFORMATION

HPA Member Survey
Club Organized Doubles

• Approximately 50% of all respondents never participate in club organized doubles.
• Anecdotally, most organized doubles participants also participate in group and drop in play.

HPA Member Survey
Club Organized Skills & Drills

• A relatively small number of respondents (47% of females and only 27% of males) participate in group organized
skills and drills.
• A more in depth analysis and survey should be conducted on this subject.

